PROJECT MANAGER (CONTRACT), VANCOUVER, BC
Creative Energy Overview

Recognized as a leader in innovative energy solutions, Creative Energy designs, builds, owns and operates
sustainable district energy systems across Canada. In addition to owning and operating one of Canada’s
largest thermal networks in downtown Vancouver, we provide value to developers, landowners, end-users
and the broader community through flexible thermal and electrical neighbourhood energy systems. Our
projects focus on innovation, resiliency, and sustainability, and span across a broad spectrum of
technologies.

Role Overview

Creative Energy is looking for a Project Manager to lead our Expo Plant project. The Expo Plant is a new
140MW steam plant which will be constructed within BC Place stadium and connected to our existing plant
at Georgia and Beatty. Detailed design is underway, and early works are expected to commence in Spring
2021. You will be directly responsible for the design, construction, commissioning, and closeout of the
project. You will work closely with the design team and a variety of contractors to deliver a truly unique piece
of infrastructure, which will heat downtown Vancouver for decades to come.
This high-profile project presents several challenges, and you should be looking to leverage your utility or
infrastructure experience to take these on and drive the delivery of this signature project.

Key Responsibilities

Reporting to the Vice President, Projects & Engineering, the successful applicant will work closely with a
multi-disciplinary consultant team and a variety of stakeholders to drive the implementation of a unique piece
of Vancouver’s infrastructure, which must be completed without service interruption to existing customers.
Project management duties will include management of engineering, equipment supply and construction
contracts, coordination with design teams, oversight of construction and commissioning activities,
coordination with internal staff (finance, operations and engineering), external resources and key
stakeholders.

Qualifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Degree in Chemical/Mechanical/Civil Engineering or similar
Professional Engineer (P.Eng.)
10+ years experience delivering utility infrastructure projects in excess of $20MM.
Exceptional collaborative interpersonal skills
Excellent written and oral communication skills
Solid time management, organizational and planning skills
Expertise with project stakeholders to ensure seamless delivery of critical outcomes
Certification in project management methodologies such as PMP an asset
Utility experience an asset

Interested?

If you are interested in joining us, please submit your resume and cover letter to careers@creative.energy.
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